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Abstract

We demonstrate the use of the zonal model approach\ which is a simpli_ed method for calculating natural and mixed
convection in rooms[ Zonal models use a coarse grid and use balance equations\ state equations\ hydrostatic pressure
drop equations and power law equations of the form m � CDPn[ The advantages of the zonal approach and its modular
implementation are discussed[ The zonal model resolution of nonlinear equation systems is demonstrated for three
cases] a 1!D room\ a 2!D room and a pair of 2!D rooms separated by a partition with an opening[ A sensitivity analysis
with respect to physical parameters and grid coarseness is presented[ Results are compared to computational ~uid
dynamics "CPD# calculations and experimental data[ Þ 0887 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Nomenclature

C permeability of the border between two zones ðm s−0

Pa−nŁ
cp heat capacity ðkJ kgŁ
` gravitation constant ðm s−1Ł
h height of a zone ðmŁ
hcv surface exchange coe.cient ðW m−1 K−0Ł
l width of the border ðmŁ
M molar mass ðkgŁ
n fow natur characteristic parameter ðsŁ
P9 pressure at the bottom of a zone ðPaŁ
Pmiddle pressure in the middle of a zone ðPaŁ
Ptop pressure at the top of a zone ðPaŁ
qm mass ~ow ðkg s−0Ł
qminf

horizontal mass ~ow below the neutral point
ðkg s−0Ł
qmsup

horizontal mass ~ow above the neutral point
ðkg s−0Ł
qmvert

vertical mass ~ow rate of air ðkg s−0Ł
qsink mass ~ow to sinks ðkg s−0Ł
qsource mass ~ow from source ðkg s−0Ł
R perfect gas constant
S surface of the border ðm1Ł

� Corresponding author

T absolute temperature ðKŁ
z height in a zone ðmŁ
zn height of the neutral point ðmŁ[

Greek symbols
Fhoriz horizontal heat ~ux ðW m−1Ł
Fsink heat transfer to sink ðW s−0Ł
Fsource heat transfer from sources ðW s−0Ł
Fvert vertical heat ~ux ðW m−1Ł
r density ðkg m−2Ł[

0[ Introduction

The study of air ~ow in buildings is important for the
evaluation of energy consumption\ moisture and pol!
lutant transport\ and comfort[ The physical phenomena
at work are natural or forced convection[

Natural convection has been extensively studied from
theoretical\ numerical and experimental points of view[
The theory considers laminar boundary layer similarity
or non!similarity solutions\ as for example in ð04\ 08\
39\ 59Ł[ Many results have been obtained on standard
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problems\ such as the {window problem|\ in which natural
convective ~ow occurs in a room with both hot and cold
surfaces ð03\ 10\ 11\ 34\ 36Ł[ Variations in geometry have
been addressed "ð45\ 51Ł#[ Real rooms\ with or without
forced convection\ have for the most part been analysed
using CFD\ as in ð15\ 40\ 44Ł\ and\ with obstacles\ in
ð16Ł[ CFD has also been used for large rooms and whole
buildings ð02\ 30\ 50Ł[

The major di.culty with CFD\ especially in three
dimensions\ is that the calculations are very slow and
require large amounts of memory[ Some methods\ like
the multi!grid method ð32Ł\ mitigate the problem but still
require signi_cant computational resources[ Further!
more\ the sheer size of the output requires considerable
e}ort in post!processing and visualization[

Other methods bypass the ~uid mechanics equations[
An example is the one!air!node approach\ which is often
used for multizone air ~ow calculations "ð12\ 18Ł#[ The
main drawback of this approach is the coarseness of
the results[ This method\ when coupled with CFD as
is sometimes done "ð29\ 44Ł#\ su}ers from the inherent
di.culties of the CFD approach[

An intermediate approach is needed that allows the
~ow pattern inside a room to be determined without the
computational investment of CFD[ One such approach
is the {zonal method|\ which is adapted to a building|s
domain characterised by big volumes and where the com!
fort can be described with only a few numbers of outputs[

1[ The zonal method

1[0[ Previous work

The zonal method\ which is not new\ is based on heat
and mass balance equations in macroscopic volumes[
Added to this is a relationship between mass ~ow and
pressure di}erence[ The zonal method should not be con!
fused with models used to calculate air ~ow between
rooms ð12\ 18\ 41\ 52\ 53Ł[

Initial work on the zonal method emphasised how to
partition the computational domain in two dimensions
ð20\ 27\ 31Ł[ A systematic attempt to use the zonal method
with power law equations on arbitrary geometries in two
dimensions is described in ð06Ł\ in which convergence
problems were encountered and the results did not agree
well with measurements[

The present work treats the 2!D simulation case\ with
natural or mixed convection[ Results were validated
against CFD calculations and measurements[ In addition
we coupled 2!D zonal models with models for thermal
comfort\ wall conduction and directed ~ow[ Other studies
ð42\ 43Ł have considered the 2!D case\ but did not couple
to other models and were not validated[

1[1[ Presentation of the method

In the 2!D zonal method the room air is partitioned
into 2!D zones[ Adjacent zones exchange mass and
energy[ The following mass and energy balance equations
apply to each zone]

Sqm¦qsource−qsink � 9

SF¦Fsource−Fsink � 9

where Sqm is the sum of mass ~ows across the interfaces
of the zones\ qsource is the mass ~ow from sources in the
zone\ qsink is the mass ~ow to sinks in the zone\ SF is the
sum of heat transfers through the interfaces of the zone\
Fsource is the heat transfer from sources in the zone and
Fsink is the heat transfer to sinks in the zone[

We assume that a zone has uniform temperature and
density and that the pressure at the middle of a zone
obeys the perfect gas law]

Pmiddle � r
R
M

T

where r is the density\ R the perfect gas constant\ M the
molar mass and T the absolute temperature[ The pressure
at height z above the bottom of a zone is given by

P � P9¦r`z

where P9 is the pressure at the bottom of the zone[
Assuming that the zones are rectangular par!

allelopipeds with edges oriented along the coordinate
axes\ the gist of the zonal model lies in the following
equations]

The elementary mass ~ow rate dqm is]

dqm � cr"DP#nds

The pressure di}erential at level is]

DP �DP9−Dr`z

The level zn of the neutral axis is]

zn �
DP9

Dr`

For vertical interfaces\ depending on the position of
the neutral axis zn and the value of r\ we have to break
down the ~ow rate qm into two ~ows qmsup

and qminf

qmsup
� Clr"Dr`#n "h−n#n¦0

n¦0

qminf
� Clr"Dr`#n "zn#n¦0

n¦0
[

The ~ow exchanged becomes]

qm � qmsup
¦qminf

For horizontal interfaces\ the pressure di}erential is
uniform at the border level and there is only one ~ow
rate]

qmvert
� CrS"P−Ptop#n[
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Here Ptop is the pressure at the top of the zone\ qm are
mass ~ows\ C is an empirical constant equal to 9[72 m
s−0 Pa−n ð27Ł "a parametric study has shown the validity
of this parameter#\ l is the width of a zone\ h is the height
of a zone\ n is a fractional exponent\ D is a di}erence
operator between two horizontally adjacent zones\ zn is
the height of the neutral point "the point at which
pressures on either side of the interface between two zones
are equal#\ r is the volumetric mass\ vert is an index for
vertical mass ~ow\ msup an index for horizontal mass ~ow
above the neutral point and minf is an index for horizontal
mass ~ow below the neutral point[ It is assumed that ~ow
is incompressible and pressure drop is hydrostatic[

Energy ~uxes are calculated using the following equa!
tions\ which are valid for temperatures typically found in
buildings and which\ for now\ neglect humidity]
Fhoriz � qms

cpTs¦qme
cpTe

Fvert � qmvert
cpTvert

where F denotes a heat ~ux\ horiz stands for horizontal
and vert for vertical[ Here qms

denotes mass ~ow leaving
the zone and qme

denotes mass ~ow entering the zone[ Ts

is the temperature of the air leaving the zone\ which is
the same as the zone temperature\ and Te the temperature
of the air entering the zone[ Tvert is the zone temperature
for vertical ~ow out of the zone and is the adjacent zone
temperature for vertical ~ow into the zone[ We use a sign
convention such that a mass ~ow is positive when the
~ow is in the positive direction of an x\ y or z axis\ and
negative when in the negative direction of an axis[

If the standard area represents a portion of a partition\
a convective exchange takes place which can be modeled
by a coe.cient hcv[ The heat ~ow then reads]
Fcv � hcvS"T−Tw#
where Tw is the temperature of the wall[

1[2[ Physical considerations

Several remarks can be made about the validity of the
model[ "0# Coarse grids and high temperature gradients
may make uniform temperature in a zone a poor assump!
tion[ "1#Temperature and velocity boundary layers are
not accounted for[ "2# The hydrostatic pressure approxi!
mation is valid only for ~ows with parallel streamlines[
"3# Only one neutral point per vertical interface between
zones is allowed\ which\ depending on the gridding\
a}ects the qualitative behavior of the solution[ "4# Along
the lines of ð06Ł\ the Bernoulli equation used amounts to
assuming that kinetic energy is fully dissipated within the
bounds of a single zone\ and so does not apply to plumes
or jets that span two or more zones\ as rediscovered in
ð42Ł[

1[3[ Numerical considerations

An obvious property of the above equations is their
nonlinearity[ The n � 9[4 exponent is a source of par!

ticular numerical di.culty since it is well known that
standard NewtonÐRaphson iteration "without relax!
ation# does not converge when there are square!root
dependencies[ An additional source of trouble is that\
because they depend on ~ow direction\ the equations
must be piecewise de_ned\ even if they are formally
uni_ed\ as in ð17Ł[ Finally\ 2!D problems generally lead
to a fairly large number of equations[ This {dimensional
curse| also exists for zonal models[ For example\ some
problems analyzed with zonal methods require resolving
more than 1999 equations[

1[4[ Insi`ht on a simpli_ed case] the window problem

1[4[0[ Two!zone case
We consider now the application of the zonal model

to the well!known {window| problem in which a two!
dimensional rectangular cavity is heated by a warm iso!
thermal wall on the left and cooled by a cold window "in
our case\ actually a cold isothermal wall# on the right[
The ceiling and ~oor are assumed to be adiabatic[ For
this con_guration the room air density will\ on average\
be smaller on the left\ and the resulting circulation will
be clockwise[ We divide the room into two zones\ one on
the left and one on the right[ Because of buoyancy e}ects
we expect the air to ~ow from left to right at the top of
the room and from right to left at the bottom[ We assume
that there are no mass sources or sinks\ that the con!
vection at the walls is Newtonian and that n � 9[4[ The
solution will be given in terms of the widths\ l0 and l1\ of
the left and right zones\ respectively\ the height\ h of the
zones\ the convective heat transfer coe.cients\ hh and hc

of the hot and cold walls\ respectively\ the hot and cold
wall temperatures\ th and tc\ respectively\ and the total
room air mass\ m[

1[4[1[ Al`ebraic simpli_cation in the two!zone case
Simpli_cation by substitution produces a nonlinear

system of two equations and two unknowns[ The
simpli_cation was done automatically using the
MACSYMA computer algebra program ð7Ł[ The sim!
pli_cation algorithm that was used is described in ð8Ł[
Basically\ the algorithm transforms the equation system
into a graph and then uses graph theory to _nd a small
number of iteration variables[

During the simpli_cation process MACSYMA asks
questions\ such as whether the neutral point is located
above the height of a zone or not\ which zone has the
higher speci_c air mass\ r\ etc[ The answers to these
questions are unique\ even though\ in some cases\ an
intermediate calculation of the sign of expressions is
required "such as whether hc"tc−t0#¦hh"th−t0# × 9#[ The
resulting simpli_ed system of equations is also unique[

The unknowns remaining after simpli_cation by
MACSYMA are t1 and r1\ the air temperature and
density\ respectively\ of the right!hand zone[ However\
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this simpli_cation is not complete\ due to the presence of
fractional powers\ which lead to alternative solutions that
MACSYMA cannot resolve[ Further simpli_cation can
be carried out\ producing one "very nonlinear# equation
in r1 that can be solved numerically[ Note that if frac!
tional power simpli_cation is turned on in MACSYMA\
two equations\ in r1 and zn\ result[

Results from the computer algebra reduction agree
with numerical results obtained with an independent
numerical solver\ called SPARK\ which is described in
Section 2[ However\ the _nal equations are too unwieldy
to use\ and there are two of them\ in terms of moderately
interesting variables[ We would be more interested in
only one _nal equation "since resolution of one nonlinear
equation\ however complicated\ can be done e.ciently
and safely#\ possibly in terms of one mass ~ow\ qm\ for
example "since what we are mainly interested in is the
heat transfer and the mass circulation#[ The conclusion
of interest of this model is the global heat transfer from
the left wall to the right wall[

Reordering the set of equations and reformulating the
pressure power law equations to express them with the
r|s solved for\ one can actually get down to one equation
with residual unknown r1[ The "large# surviving equation
gives by the MACSYMA implementation of the
reduction algorithm is given in the Appendix[

This equation has the form ax2 �"x−c#1 where a and
c are positive\ where x is r1−r the reduced cold zone air
density\ where

c �
l0"Thot−Tcold#
l0Tcold¦l1Thot

r

is proportional to the temperature di}erence\ and where

a �
1c1

p`hk1"l0−l1#2r1"hhotThot¦hcoldTcold#1

25h1
coldh

1
hotl

1
0"l0Tcold¦l1Thot#1

[

The order of magnitude of c is

0
299

\

and of a is 4×094[
It can be shown graphically that this 2rd order equa!

tion has a real solution between 9 and X\ where

X �
l0"Thot−Tcold#
l0Tcold¦l1Thot

r

Furthermore\ we know that the solution can be ex!
pressed in closed form by radicals "since we are dealing
with a 2rd order polynomial#[ Solving the equation using
the following input values

ðhhot � 3\ hcold � 3[\ h � 2[\ 0 � 1[\ l0 � 2[\ 01 � 2\
mair � 9[918\ r � 7[203[ rho � 0[194\ cp � 0993[\
g � 8[70\ k � 9[72\ thot � 292[\ tcold � 172[Ł^

gives 0[195133837317598 as the value of the only one of
three roots that is real[ This is acceptable and expected
"the air is denser on the cold side#[ Numerical back propa!

gation "substitution# of this symbolic solution to the
other variables of interest leads to]

RHO1 � 0[195133837317598
RHO0 � 0[192644940460280
T0 � 182[2916024050073
T1 � 181[5861753727705
QMLOW � 9[2717717677331616
PHI � 121[6237645020467
P0 � 090108[8649202635
P1 � 090108[8649891265
P09 � 090126[5771758474
P19 � 090126[6138735426

By inspection we see that these results are reasonable[
In particular\ the middle pressures are equal\ which is
expected from the _nding that the neutral point is exactly
at mid height[

Comparison with a numerical solution of the same
problem in slightly di}erent units "degrees Celsius and
reduced pressures instead of degrees Kelvin and absolute
pressures#\ using zonal models and the SPARK environ!
ment\ yields

RHO1 � 0[195909E¦99
RHO0 � 0[192410E¦99
T0 � 1[929094E¦90¦162 � 182[2
T1 � 0[858832E¦90¦162 � 181[6
QMLOW � 2[716062E−90
PHI � 1[215855E¦91
P0 � −5[837775E¦90¦090214 � 090144
P1 � −5[837781E¦90¦090214 � 090144
P19 � −4[062488E¦90¦090214 � 090263
P09 � −4[066207E¦90¦090214 � 090263

The pressures di}er by about 24 Pa[ However\ the sym!
bolic simulation assumes a perfectly tight room\ which
the numerical simulation does not and so the value of
pressure depends on outside conditions[

Another "small# cause of discrepancy is that the power
law used in the symbolic simulation is multiplied by a
default density\ whereas the numerical simulation uses
the upstream density[

On the other hand\ the temperatures\ the mass ~ows
and the heat transfers agree almost perfectly[

1[4[2[ Qualitative observations in the two!zone case
Qualitatively\ we see that r1 decreases when a increases

"i[e[\ when the height or permeability coe.cient increases\
or when the convective heat transfer at the wall
decreases#[ On the other hand\ r1 increases when c
increases[

Also\ we see that r1 increases when the wall!to!wall
temperature di}erence\ Thot−Tcold\ increases[ This is
because c is proportional to Thot−Tcold and a is slowly
varying since it is the square of a homographic function[

Finally\ since a is large\ it can be shown graphically
that the physical root of ax1 �"x−c#1 is close to the
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root of ax2 � c1\ or x � c1:2a−0:2[ This trend con_rms and
sharpens the above statements[ For example\ r1−r varies
like h−0:2[

1[4[3[ Global heat transfer in the two!zone case
With computer algebra we automatically obtain the

set of substitutions needed to calculate the other
unknowns[ The variable of interest\ the global heat trans!
fer\ F\ is obtained from the following sequence of sub!
stitutions]

f � H ( HHOT ( L ( THOT−H ( HHOT ( L ( T0
QMSUP � QMLOW
T0 �"HHOT ( THOT ( ¦HCOLD−(

COLDHCOLD ( T1#:HHOT
T1 �"CP ( HHOT ( QMLOW ( THOT¦"CP (

HCOLD ( QMLOW¦H ( HCOLD ( HHOT ( L# (
TCOLD#:""CP ( HHOT¦CP ( H è COLD# (
QMLOW¦H ( HCOLD ( HHOT ( L#

QMLOW � −"1 ( SQRT"G# ( K ( L ( RHO (
SQRT"RHO1−RHO0# ( SQRT"H−ZN# ( ZN−1 (
SQRT"G# ( H ( K ( L ( RHO (
è SQRT"RHO1−RHO0# ( SQRT"H−ZN##:2

ZN � H:1
RHO0 � −"L1 ( RHO1¦"−L1−L0# ( RHO#:L0

We note that the neutral point for this simple case is
always at mid height[ The _nal equation for F is]

f � H ( HHOT ( L ( THOT−H ( L ("−HCOLD (
"CP ( SQRT"G# ( H¼ "2:1# ( HHOT ( K ( L ( RHO (
SQRT"" èL1 ( RHO1¦"−L1−L0# ( RHO#:
L0¦RHO1# ( THOT:"2 ( SQRT"1##¦"CP ( SQRT"G#
( H¼ "2:1# ( HCOLD ( K ( L ( è RHO ( SQRT""L1 (
RHO1¦−L1−L0# ( RHO#:L0¦RHO1#:"2 (
SQRT"1##¦H ( HCOLD ( HHOT ( L# (
TCOLD#:"S è QRT"G# ( H ðmao9Ł"2:1# ("CP (
HHOT¦CP ( HCOLD# ( K ( L ( RHO ( SQRT""L1 (
RHO1¦"−L1−L0# ( RHO#:L0¦RHO1# è :"2 (
SQRT"1##¦H ( HCOLD ( HHOT ( L#¦HHOT (
THOT¦HCOLD ( TCOLD#

The ratio Nu "Nusselt number# of F to the purely
conductive ~ux

h l k−"air#:frac"T−"hot#!T−"cold##"0−0¦0−1#>
is

SQRT"G# SQRT"H# "CP HCOLD HHOT K L1¦CP
HCOLD HHOT K L0# RHO SQRT ""L1¦L0#
RHO1¦"−L1−L0# RHO#:"SQRT"G# SQRT"H#"CP
HHOT¦CP HCOLD# K KAIR RHO SQRT ""L1−L0#
RHO1¦"−L−L0# RHO#¦2 SQRT"1# HCOLD
HHOT KAIR SQRT"L0##

This is a rational function in zr1−r[ Further sim!
pli_cation leads to]

Nu �

l0¦l1
kair

0
0

hhot

¦
0

hcold1¦
2z1X

l0
l0¦l1

cpz`hk
0

rzr1−r

For the problem under consideration we obtain

Nu �
0

9[9910¦
9[9999912

zr1−0[194

which is about 354[
We see that the larger value of r1 "due\ for example\ to

an increase in temperature di}erence#\ produces a large
value of Nu[

1[4[4[ Comparison of the two!zone case with theory
In laminar natural convection "see e[g[\ ð04Ł#\ Nu

depends on the Rayleigh number\ Rah\ according to

Nu � 9[253
l0¦l1

h
Ra0:3

h [

A rough evaluation using Rah � 096999999h2

DT � 46679999999\ an approximation valid at those
temperatures\ yields Nu � 245[ Thus\ Nu increases as h2:3

and as DT0:3[ For turbulent natural convection Nu varies
as DT0:2 since

Nu � 9[54Gr0:2
h 0

h
l0¦l11

−0:8

according to the Jakob correlation[ Numerical appli!
cation to our problem yields Nu � 293[

Thus\ the coarse!grained two!zone zonal model over!
estimates the ratio of convective to conductive heat trans!
fer by 29Ð49)[

The zonal model applied to two continuous zones ex!
hibits a qualitatively appropriate behavior] an increase
in h or DT does increase Nu if the other parameters are
held constant[

We should also take into account the temperature
dependence of the wall heat transfer coe.cients\ hhot and
hcold to better account for the temperature dependence of
Nu[ Nu depends on the harmonic mean of the wall heat
transfer coe.cients\ which\ in turn\ go as Ra0:3[ Thus\ the
qualitative behavior of the zonal model\ even in the sim!
ple two!zone case\ is consistent with the theoretical and
experimental natural convection if the wall heat transfer
coe.cients are chosen appropriately[

1[4[5[ Two!zone case with inlet air
A generalization of the two!zone problem is to allow

air to ~ow in "at the left\ for example# at a speci_ed rate[
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Assuming that circulation still exists\ i[e[\ that the inlet
~ow is small enough not to disturb the ~ow pattern\ we
can again reduce the overall system to two equations in
unknowns r1 and zn[ One equation is a second!order

polynomial in zr1−r that can be eliminated by solving
for r1\ leaving a single equation in zn[ However\ this
equation contains large\ nonpolynomial expressions[
Thus little can be said on the parameter dependency of
its solutions\ unlike in the previous case[

2[ Numerical implementation] the SPARK environment

2[0[ Presentation and history

The Simulation Problem Analysis and Research Ker!
nel "SPARK# is a modular environment that automates
writing code for systems of nonlinear equations[ It was
developed for building science but is applicable to other
_elds[ It is related to simulation environments like
TK;Solver ð28Ł\ TRNSYS ð46Ł\ CLIM1999 ð05Ł\ IDA
ð00Ł\ and Allan[Simulation ð14Ł[

Some key features of SPARK are]

+ It has a front end that allows the user to build complex
simulations by connecting smaller elements that are
objects "single equations# or macro!objects "equation
subsystems#[ It shares this feature with TRNSYS\
CLIM1999 and Allan[Simulation[

+ Using graph!theoretic techniques\ it reduces the size of
the equation system by automatically determining a
small set of iteration variables for which the other
unknowns can be solved[ This step can be viewed as
{smart| elimination of variables[ SPARK|s NewtonÐ
Raphson solver works on the reduced equation set and\
after convergence\ the remaining unknowns are solved
for[ This is a unique feature[ Allan[Simulation\ for
example\ generates code that inverts the full Jacobian
matrix[

+ Its output is a C program that is automatically com!
piled and executed[ This program accepts user!speci!
_ed input at run time and is calculationally e.cient
because it iterates on a reduced set of variables[

+ Passing from a simulation problem to a design problem
"i[e[\ having unknowns become inputs and inputs
become unknowns# is simply a matter of keyword ex!
change in SPARK[

Originally written in 0875 for steady state problems
ð01Ł\ it was extended in 0878 to handle transient problems
by adding time integrator objects ð47Ł[ Recent enhance!
ments include]

+ Automatic generation of objects from equations ex!
pressed symbolically"ð38\ 48Ł#[

+ Strong component decomposition to reduce execution
time ð07Ł[

+ User control of solution method to enhance conver!
gence[

2[1[ Implementation of the zonal model

Implementation of zonal models in SPARK is straight!
forward[ The main object classes correspond to the zones
and to the interfaces between zones[ A zone class consists
of the balance equations for the zone\ the pressure drop
equation and the perfect gas law[ An interface class con!
sists of the neutral point calculation and the relationship
between mass ~ow and pressure di}erence[

These classes are instantiated as many times as needed
to de_ne the simulation[ For example\ if a 2!D room is
divided into eight parallelopipeds "two in each of the x\ y
and z directions#\ there will be eight zone objects and 25
interface objects "01 zone!to!zone interfaces and 13 zone!
to!surface interfaces#[ In the general 2!D case\ if the x\ y
and z axes are divided into L\ M and N sections\ re!
spectively\ there will be LMN zone objects and
2"LM¦MN¦LN# interface objects[ In 1!D there will be
LM zone objects and LM zone!to!zone interface objects
and 1LM zone!to!surface interface objects[

After instantiation\ the objects are linked\ i[e[\ the vari!
ables shared by objects are indenti_ed[ Then the objects
and their linked variables are stored in a _le that speci_es
the overall problem and its inputs[

2[2[ Ef_ciency

The e.ciency of a simulation environment depends
on the time and resources needed to solve a simulation
problem[ SPARK obtains a near!optimal simpli_cation
of the problem\ without loss of precision\ by auto!
matically reducing the number of iteration variables[ The
reduction can be more than 09!fold\ which corresponds
to a roughly 0999!fold decrease in Jacobian inversion
time[ SPARK also makes it easy to create a simulation
from scratch by using symbolic processing to create the
simulation building blocks "equation objects# from equa!
tions written by the user ð38Ł[ In the present work even
the linking of objects was automated ð49Ł[

Table 0 shows the e.ciency of SPARK reduction[
To facilitate interpretation of results\ a graphical post!

processor was written to visualize temperatures and air
~ows[

3[ The 1!D {window| problem

3[0[ Description

A 1!D\ 5×1[3 m shallow enclosure has its left wall
maintained at 01>C\ its right wall at 19>C\ and its ~oor and
ceiling at 04>C[ The surface heat transfer is assumed to be
linear in surface!to!air temperature di}erence\ with con!
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Table 0
E.ciency of SPARK reduction for the di}erent cases presented

Number of Average time Number of Number of equations Memory
subvolumes of simulation "min# variables after reduction required "Mo#

1!D case 25 2 321 097 3[6
2!D case 53 01 1139 081 00[9
Minibat 097 12 2633 213 06[9

Fig[ 0[ Natural convective ~ow in the 1!D {window| model[

vective heat transfer coe.cients\ h\ of 3[0\ 0[9 and 4[6 W
m−0 K−0 at the walls\ ~oor and ceiling\ respectively ð27Ł[

Two di}erent grids were used for the zonal model\
2×2 and 5×5\ which yield 097 and 321 equations\ re!
spectively[ After reduction in SPARK\ there were 07 and
61 equations\ respectively[ The iteration variables chosen
were the temperature and midpoint pressure of each zone[

3[1[ Numerical validation

The calculated ~ow _eld is shown qualitatively in Fig[
0[ The expected circulation pattern is observed\ i[e[\
downward ~ow across the cold wall and upward ~ow
across the warm wall[ The results were compared to runs
using the CFD code Fluent ð27Ł\ which is based on the
_nite volume method and uses uniform gridding\ log!
arithmic velocity pro_les near surfaces\ and the kÐo tur!
bulence model[

Figures 1 and 2 show that the air temperatures for the
zonal and CFD models are similar[ The maximum di}er!
ence between the models is 7) along the mid!room hori!
zontal axis and 09) along the mid!room vertical axis[

The zonal model|s temperature distribution is more
{conductive| than the CFD distribution because the zonal
model is di}usive "assumes perfect mixing# and ignores
thermal boundary layers[

The agreement between the air ~ow velocity results
"Figs 3 and 4# is less satisfactory than for the tem!
peratures but still acceptable[

The error is above 09) close to the ~oor and ceiling[
Again\ the zonal model does less well close to the walls
since it does not account for boundary layer e}ects[

3[2[ Sensitivity analysis

We see that changing the grid from 2×2 to 5×5 in
the window problem barely changes the results\ which
indicates that a coarse grid is adequate[

We also tested the sensitivity of the model to the per!
meability coe.cient\ C\ and to the wall heat transfer
coe.cients\ h[ The results are given in Figs 5 and 6\ which
show how the temperature distribution changes with C\
and in Fig[ 7\ which shows how the velocity distribution
changes with C[ We see that air temperature and velocity
are fairly insensitive to C and that the best results are
obtained with the commonly accepted value of 9[72 ð35Ł[

We also found that the results are insensitive to h "not
shown#[ We conclude that a zonal model with coarse
gridding gives acceptable results for the 1!D window
problem even with uncertainties in the values of per!
meability and surface heat transfer coe.cients[
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Fig[ 1[ 1!D {window| problem] horizontal distribution of air temperature at mid!height predicted by the zonal model "for 2×2 and
5×5 gridding# and the Fluent CFD calculation[

Fig[ 2[ 1!D {window| problem] vertical distribution of air temperature at mid!room predicted by the zonal model "for 2×2 and 5×5
gridding# and the Fluent CFD calculation[

4[ The 2!D parallelopiped

4[0[ Description

A 2!D 1[5×2[5×1[44 m cell has the left wall main!
tained at 14[4>C\ the right wall at 21>C\ the ceiling at

15>C and the other walls at 13[4>C[ The convective heat
transfer coe.cients at the walls are the same as in the 1!
D case[

We chose a grid that was 3×3×3\ which produced
1139 equations[ With an exponent of 0 in the mass ~ow
equations\ SPARK reduced this to 017 equations "a 05 to
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Fig[ 3[ 1!D {window| problem] vertical distribution of horizontal air velocity predicted by the zonal model "for 2×2 and 5×5 gridding#
and the Fluent CFD calculation[

Fig[ 4[ 1!D {window| problem] percent di}erence in horizontal air ~ow velocity vs height above ~oor between zonal model "for 2×2
and 5×5 gridding# and Fluent CFD calculation[
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Fig[ 5[ 1!D {window| problem] sensitivity to permeability coe.cient of the horizontal distribution of air temperature as determined by
the zonal model[ Prediction of the Fluent CFD model is shown for comparison[

Fig[ 6[ 1!D {window| problem] sensitivity to permeability coe.cient of the vertical distribution of air temperature as determined by the
zonal model[ Prediction of the Fluent CFD model is shown for comparison[
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Fig[ 7[ 1!D {window| problem] sensitivity to permeability coe.cient of the horizontal distribution of vertical air velocity[ Prediction of
the Fluent CFD model is shown for comparison[

0 reduction#[ Convergence was achieved with a NewtonÐ
Raphson relaxation coe.cient of 9[4\ and by choosing
initials values that were close to the _nal solution[

4[1[ Validation

The zonal model results were validated numerically
and by comparing with experimental results[ Numerical
validation was done using the Fluent CFD code[ A tem!
perature comparison is shown in Figs 8 and 09\ and a
velocity comparison in Fig[ 00[ The zonal model tem!
peratures are close to the CFD results\ and lie between
the CFD and measured values[ The largest di}erences
between zonal model and measurements\ which is about
1>C\ occurs near the ~oor\ where the air is cooler and
di}usion is smaller[ As expected\ the di}erence between
the zonal model and measured air velocity is largest near
the walls[ We found better agreement "not shown# by
using smaller zones near the walls[

5[ The minibat cell

5[0[ Presentation of the problem

To test the zonal approach on a more complex prob!
lem\ we modeled the {Minibat Cell|\ a test structure at
INSA "Institut National des Sciences Applique�es# in
Toulouse\ France[ This 5[1×2[0×1[4 m cell is divided
into a warm room and a cold room by a partition that

has a 9[66 m wide×0[72 m high open doorway[ The left
wall is maintained at 17[9>C\ the right wall at 11[4>C\ the
ceiling at 14[9>C on the warm side and 13[70>C on the
cold side\ the ~oor at 13[47>C and the other walls at
13[52>C[

We used a 5×2×5 grid\ which led to 2633 equations[
SPARK reduced this to 105 equations "a 06 to 0
reduction#[

5[1[ Validation

The air temperature distributions calculated by the
zonal model on the warm and cold sides are shown in Figs
01 and 02[ The air velocity distribution in the doorway is
shown in Fig[ 03[ For comparison\ these _gures also show
measured data and the predictions of the StarCD CFD
program\ which is based on a _nite!volume method[

The zonal model|s temperature results are satisfactory[
They fall\ for the most part\ between the measured and
the CFD values[ As in the previous test case\ the highest
discrepancy occurs near the ~oor[ The overall agreement
with measured and CFD results is somewhat better on
the warm side of the cell[

The zonal model currently predicts the qualitative
behavior of the air ~ow in the doorway\ but\ quan!
titatively\ there are di}erences up to 14) relative to the
measurements[ Flows are generally overestimated in the
doorway\ although the neutral point is correctly calcu!
lated[ This indicates that better agreement would be
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Fig[ 8[ Comparison of the measured horizontal distribution of the air temperature at mid!height with the predictions of the 2!D zonal
model and the Fluent CFD calculation[

Fig[ 09[ Comparison of the measured vertical distribution of air temperature at room center with the predictions of the 2!D zonal
model and the Fluent CFD calculation[
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Fig[ 00[ Comparison of the measured horizontal distribution of the vertical air velocity at mid!height with predictions of the zonal
model and the Fluent CFD calculation[

Fig[ 01[ Comparison of the measured vertical distribution of air temperature on the cold side of the Minibat cell with predictions of
the zonal model and the Star CD CFD calculation[
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Fig[ 02[ Comparison of the measured vertical distribution of air temperature on the warm side of the Minibat cell with predictions of
the zonal model and the Star CD CFD calculation[

Fig[ 03[ Comparison of the measured vertical distribution of horizontal air velocity in the doorway of the Minibat cell with predictions
of the zonal model and the Star CD CFD calculation[ Air moving from right to left "from the cold side to the warm side# is considered
to have positive velocity[
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Fig[ 04[ Comfort analysis based on coupling of Fanger model and zonal model] predicted mean vote in vertical!midplane zones of the
Minibat cell[ The arrows show air ~ow between zones[

obtained by reducing the permeability coe.cient in the
opening ð37Ł[

6[ Coupling to external models

Having demonstrated the overall reliability of zonal
models\ at least for simple rectangular geometries\ we
demonstrate in this section modularity and reusability in
object!based simulation by coupling the zonal model with
a comfort model[

6[0[ Comfort model

We consider a simple\ classic comfort model*the
Fanger model ð0Ł*which is expressed as

CT � H−E−R−C

PMV � ð9[292e−9[925M¦9[917Ł×CT[

Here\ CT is the state of thermal comfort\ which is
determined by occupant activity level\ H\ evaporation
rate\ E\ radiative heat loss\ R\ and convective heat loss\
C[ PMV is the predicted mean vote\ for which a zero
value of 9 corresponds to feeling comfortable\ a positive
value to feeling too warm and a negative value to
feeling too cold[

Because of the modularity of the SPARK environment\
all that was needed to couple the comfort and zonal
models was to add the Fanger equations to the zone
equations[ The results of solving the resulting equation
set for the Minibat Cell are shown in Fig[ 04[

6[1[ Wall!to!air couplin`

Air ~ow models should be coupled to realistic wall
models[ The modularity of the SPARK object!based
approach allows wall models to be easily created using
the {modal| method ð13Ł[ In this method the conduction
equations for complex geometries are solved in full and

the signi_cant modes are determined[ This reduces the
complexity of the model with little loss of accuracy[

We incorporated the wall conduction ~ux from the
modal approach into the general energy balance equation
for the air zones adjacent to the walls[ Given the external
conditions\ the SPARK solver then determined the sur!
face temperatures as well as the distributions of inside air
temperature and air ~ow[

6[2[ Couplin` to a hydronic coolin` system

The zonal model was also coupled to an independently
developed SPARK simulation of a hydronic radiant
cooling system in which the heat transfer to the room air
was originally modeled assuming a single air node\ i[e[\
assuming a uniform air temperature ð19Ł[ This coupling
was accomplished in a straightforward fashion and led
to a more accurate model in which the heat transfer from
the cooled surfaces to the air took into account the spatial
variation of air temperature[

6[3[ Couplin` to plumes and jets

The main weakness of zonal models is that they cannot
properly represent air jets " from di}users\ for example#
or plumes "which are common around heaters#\ since in
these models jets and plumes are "incorrectly# assumed
to be fully dissipated in the zone in which they originate[
One way around this limitation is to replace zones that
contain a jet or plume with a speci_c jet or plume object[
To investigate this possibility we considered the case of
a 2!D 3[64×2×1[4 m room that had a heater next to a
cold wall[ A 5×5×3 grid was used in which the zonal
models for the three zones above the heater were replaced
with a plume object[ We found in this case that a pure
zonal model without a plume object gave unacceptable
results " for example\ there was an unphysical horizontal
di}usion immediately above the heater#[ However\ when
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a plume object was used a physically reasonable air ~ow
pattern was observed[

7[ Conclusion and perspectives

We have shown that\ for simple rectangular
geometries\ the zonal method gives reasonably accurate
air ~ow and air temperature results even in 2!D cases
" for which convergence problems are usually en!
countered when other methods are used#[ Zonal models
are easier to incorporate in modular simulation environ!
ments than are CDF models and are much faster execut!
ing[ Also\ we need only global information to calculate
comfort in a building and so do not require all the infor!
mation given by CFD codes[ It was di.cult to compare
execution times because FLUENT needed manual inter!
vention to converge for free convection[ However\ further
work is needed to establish guidance for optimal par!
titioning of rooms into zones[ In particular\ it should be
determined whether partitioning can or should be based
on the expected ~ow pattern[ It would also be of interest
to extend the zonal method to consider moisture and
pollutant transport[
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Appendix

Equation given by MACSYMA implementation]

H:1 �"SQRT"G# ( SQRT"H# ( SQRT"L0# (
SQRT""L1¦L0l# ( RHO1 ("−L1−L0# ( RHO# ("""1 (
SQRT"1# ( C è P ( HHOT ( K ( L1¦1 ( SQRT"1# ( CP
( HHOT ( K ( L0# ( R ( RHO ( RHO1¦"−1 (
SQRT"1# ( CP ( HHOT ( K ( L1−1 ( SQRT è"1# ( CP
( HHOT ( K ( L0# ( R ( RHO¼ 1# ( THOT¦""1 (
SQRT"1# ( CP ( HCOLD ( K ( L1¦1 ( SQRT"1# ( CP
( HCOLD ( K è ( L0# ( R ( RHO ( RHO1¦"−1 (
SQRT"1# ( CP ( HCOLD ( K ( L1−1 ( SQRT"1# ( CP
( HCOLD ( K ( L0# ( R ( RHO¼ 1# (
TC è OLD¦""SQRT"1# ( CP ( G ( H (H!
HOT¦SQRT"1# ( CP ( G ( H ( HCOLD# ( K (
L1¦"SQRT"1# ( CP ( G ( H ( HHOT¦SQRT è"1# (
CP ( G ( H ( HCOLD# ( K ( L0# ( MAIR ( RHO (
RHO1¦""−SQRT"1# ( CP ( G ( H (
HHOT−SQRT"1# ( CP ( G ( H ( HC è OLD# ( K (
L1¦"−SQRT"1# ( CP ( G ( H ( HHOT−SQRT"1# (

CP ( G ( H ( HCOLD# ( K ( L0# ( MAIR ( RHO!
faci9Ł1#¦"01 ( HC è OLD ( HHOT ( L0 ( L1 ( R (
RHO1¦"−01 ( HCOLD ( HHOT ( L0 ( L1−01 (
HCOLD ( HHOT ( L0a¼ 1# ( R ( RHO# ( THOT¦01 è
( HCOLD ( HHOT ( L0¼ 1 ( R ( RHO1 ( TCOLD¦"5
( G ( H ( ( COLD ( HHOT ( L0 ( L1¦5 ( G ( H (
HCOLD ( HHOT ( L0¼ 1# ( M è AIR ( RHO1¦"−5 (
G ( H ( HCOLD ( HHOT ( L0 ( L1−5 ( G ( H (
HCOLD ( HHOT ( L0¼ 1# ( MAIR ( RHO#:"SQRT"G#
( SQ è RT"H# ( SQRT"L0# ( SQRT""L1¦L0# (
RHO1¦"−L1−L0# ( RHO# ("""1 ( SQRT"1# ( CP (
G ( HHOT¦1 ( SQRT"1# ( CP ( G ( HCOLD# ( K (
L1¦"1 ( SQRT"1# ( CP ( G ( HHOT¦1 ( SQRT"1# (
CP ( G ( HCOLD# ( K ( L0# ( MAIR ( RHO (
R è HO1¦""−1 ( SQRT"1# ( CP ( G ( HHOT−1 (
SQRT"1# ( CP ( G ( HCOLD# ( K ( L1¦"−1 (
SQRT"1# ( CP ( G ( HHOT−1 ( è SQRT"1# ( CP ( G
( HCOLD# ( K ( L0# ( MAIR ( RHO¼ 9#¦"01 ( G (
HCOLD ( HHOT ( L0 ( L1¦01 ( G ( HCOLD (
HHOT ( L è 0¼ 1# ( MAIR ( RHO1¦"−01 ( G (
HCOLD ( HHOT ( L0 ( L1−01 ( G ( HCOLD (
HHOT ( L0¼ 1# ( MAIR ( RHO#

In the above\ the previous notations are capitalized[
Thus H is the zone height h\ G the acceleration of gravity
`\ L0 the length of the zone\ etc[

This equation can be simpli_ed by invoking various
simpli_ers from the MACSYMA functions[ After sim!
pli_cation\ the output is]

SQRT"1# ( CP ( SQRT"G# ( SQRT"H# ( K ( SQRT!
"L0# ("L1¦L0#¼ "2:1# ( R ( RHO ("R!
HO1−RHO#¼ "2:1# ("HHOT ( THOT¦HCOLD (
TCOLD#¦5 ( HCOLD ( HHOT ( L0 ( R ("L1 (
RHO1−L1 ( RHO−L0 ( RHO# ( THOT¦5 ( HCOLD
( HHOT ( L0¼ 1 ( R ( RHO1 ( TCOLD � 9

which leads to the third order polynomial equation]

1 ( CP¼ 1 ( G ( H ( K¼ 1 ( L0 ("L1¦L0#¼ 2 ( RHO¼ 1 (
"RHO1−RHO#¼ 2 ("HHOT ( THOT¦HCOLD (
TCOLD#¼ 1−"5 ( HCOLD ( HHOT ( L0 ( L1 ("L1 (
RHO1−L1 ( RHO−L0 ( RHO# ( THOT¦5 ( HCOLD
( HHOT ( L0¼ 1 ( TCOLD#¼ 1
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